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of art and song. Whether these are actual tribes of men or
not they are represented as animals, not the grotesque ape
of our western humour, but man's prototype and friend,
To help Rama they build bridges and go on embassies,
showing a loyalty and intelligence which often put their
human brothers to shame. Hanuman their leader is the
beau id^al of the devoted henchman*
During the Guptan era Indian science also made great
advances, We know that Indian astronomy was already
far advanced when the Greeks arrived, and that India
learned from the invader a new system. But it was Indian
astronomy which passed on to Europe in Arab translations
in the Middle Ages.
As to medicine, both Hindus and Buddhists made
considerable advance, the former practising disvsection of
animals, and demonstrating operations upon wax figures*
It is clear that Indian medicine helped on the marvellous
advances made by the Greeks, and the foundations of Arab
medicine can be traced to the ninth-century translations
from Sa'nskrit works. If doctors in India to-day are
largely Muslim this is because of the Muhammadan
conquest which destroyed the Buddhist schools, and also
because of a growing system of tabus against handling
diseased or dead bodies,
In music the Hindus have exerted an immense influence
on the West, perhaps through Greece, and also on Asia,
where the Indian quarter tones and subtle harmonies can
be found everywhere, as they may be found in Spain and
other countries whither the Arabs carried them, As in every-
thing else inlndia, there is here an intimate relation between
nature and art. The ragas or modes of Indian music corres-
pond to the six seasons of the year and each has raginis or
variations appropriate to the hour and day and season. As
Rajput painting deals with the legends of the gods and with
the dharma of India's dailylife, so Indian music is intimately
concerned with religious expression of both kinds. And
as the Indian artist painted for a small coterie of connois-
seurs, so the Indian musician with his stringed instruments.

